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Abstract

Due to their high global warming potential (GWP), the separation and recovery of

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) from different refrigerant mixtures is an important issue. HFC

mixtures are azeotropic in nature, thereby rendering the conventional distillation based

separation difficult and energy intensive. Extractive distillation (ED) with ionic liquid (IL)

as solvent provides an attractive strategy for selective separation of HFC mixtures. However,

systematic design and optimization of ED-based separation processes is nontrivial. In this work,

we present SPICE ED which is a software framework for the detailed design, synthesis and

techno-economic analysis of ED-based separation processes. The framework employs a building

block representation followed by superstructure optimization that is able to automatically

generate numerous design solutions and screen the best without requiring prior expert knowledge

of candidate configurations. For a given IL as solvent and a set of design specifications, one can

automatically determine the feasibility of the solvent and obtain the optimal process flowsheets

that correspond to minimum energy consumption, minimum separation cost, or minimum

emission/waste. We demonstrate the capability of SPICE ED for the separation of R-410A

(50 wt% R-32 and 50 wt% R-125) using [bmim][PF6], a commonly used IL. Our optimized

design only requires an equivalent work of 338.2 kJ/kg R-410A, which is about 48% less than the

previously reported value of 656 kJ/kg. The newly identified design also achieves more than 47%

and 27% reduction in emission (sustainability) and cost, respectively. Through multiobjective

optimization, we further identify an operating regime to separate R-410A at near-minimum

cost without significantly increasing the energy consumption and CO2-eqv emission. The

processes obtained from SPICE ED show excellent agreement with the key performance metrics

when simulated in Aspen Plus, thereby establishing confidence in our designs as realistic and

implementable.

Keywords: Sustainable Process Design, Process Intensification, Extractive Distillation, Ionic
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1 Introduction

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are 3rd generation of fluorinated gases which are commonly used in

refrigeration cycles. Despite their thermodynamic stability, negligible toxicity and predominant

use,1 HFCs are not sustainable refrigerants. They have high global warming potential (GWP).

About 2–3% of the total global greenhouse gas (GHG) emission is due to the millions of tons of HFC

emission worldwide.2 There is a significant interest to replace HFCs by 4th generation of fluorinated

gases commonly known as hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs), which possess zero ozone depletion potential

and much lower GWP.3 To minimize the potential emissions of used HFCs, several international

agreements and regulations are in place. Examples include the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal

Protocol4 that recommends reducing the global HFC emissions by 80–85% by 2047, the European

Regulation on fluorinated gases,5,6 and the 2020 American Innovation and Manufacturing (AIM)

Act7. Incineration of the HFCs is not a practical option, since it would result in the release of a

large amount of CO2 into the atmosphere. Recycled HFCs, on the other hand, would potentially

have a market value of more than a billion dollars in the United States alone, while preventing

their release into the atmosphere. Furthermore, recycled HFCs can be blended with HFOs to

significantly reduce the overall GWP.4

HFC recycling is essentially a separation problem that is nontrivial and poses several challenges.

These refrigerant mixtures often form azeotropes that behave as a single fluid. Conventional

separation techniques (e.g., cryogenic distillation) for HFC separation are highly energy-intensive

and costly. They also involve complex process operations and safety hazards. 4 In an effort

to transition to low-carbon economy, it is highly desirable to expedite the development and

implementation of innovative technologies to ensure increased recovery, reuse, and recycling of

HFCs. Process intensification is such an enabling technology. 8–11

Intensified process units such as, extractive distillation (ED) can help attain high-purity

products from azeotropic mixtures. The working principle of ED critically depends on the use of a

suitable solvent that selectively absorbs one of the refrigerants, thereby operating at conditions that

prevent any potential azeotrope formation. The high selectivity and affinity of the solvent towards

a particular component of the mixture also improves the separation performance to achieve high

purity and high recovery. Among the many chemicals that can be used as solvents, ionic liquids (ILs)

show promise due to their high thermal and chemical stability and highly selective gas solubility.

An IL is composed of a large organic cation and an inorganic anion with a melting point typically

below 100°C.12 As a result, ILs generally remain liquid at room temperature. Unlike most organic

solvents, ILs have extremely low vapor pressure. Hence, the amount of IL going to the distillate

is negligible, thereby ensuring minimum contamination of the refrigerant gas with solvent. 13 The

low vapor pressure also allows efficient regeneration. ILs are often called ‘designer solvents’ as their

properties such as density, viscosity and gas solubility can be tuned as required. All these make

ILs ideal candidates as entrainers for ED.
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The solubility of different HFCs in ILs has been extensively studied both experimentally

and computationally in the past.5,13–28 However, effective process design of IL-based extractive

distillation requires equilibrium and kinetic data which may not be always available at all conditions.

This requires predictive modeling of gas solubility and other properties. In that regard, several

thermodynamic approaches (e.g., Gamma-Phi24 method embedding NRTL or Margules activity

coefficient models and cubic equation of states (EoS) such as the Van der Waals, Redlich–Kwong

and Peng Robinson models) are available.27,29

Apart from the gas solubility and the selectivity, the regeneration of ILs is extremely important,

especially from the standpoint of energy requirement and cost. An IL-based extractive separation

process can be designed and configured in several ways depending on the modes of IL regeneration.

One can regenerate the rich solvent using a single flash (Figure 1a), using multiple flash in

series (Figure 1b), using conventional distillation (CD) columns (Figure 1c), or using stripping

columns (SC) (Figure 1d). It is not trivial to know which alternative is the best, as the choice

depends on the feed mixed-refrigerant composition, solvent selection, operating conditions, and so

on. The selection of optimal process pathways further involves discrete decisions that result in a

combinatorial (mixed-integer) optimization problem. Evidently, Figures 1a-d exhibit only a subset

of all possible process configuration choices. Therefore, a need arises for a systematic platform that

can consider all combinatorial choices (e.g., using a process superstructure as shown in Figure 1e)

and perform rigorous optimization of the process superstructure to automatically identify optimal

process designs and configurations.

Although many works have addressed the separation of azeotropic mixtures using ILs as

entrainers for ED in the past24,30–48, process synthesis for the determination of optimal process

configurations and optimal operating conditions remains a challenge. An ED column consists of

many stages where each stage has both liquid and vapor flows that are determined by gas absorption

and phase equilibria. Rigorous optimization considering these complex phenomena is difficult.

Furthermore, the overall separation process includes additional desorption or flash columns, pumps,

condensers, reboilers, and economizers. All these lead to the existence of a large number of

degrees of freedom (e.g., solvent flow rate, number of stages, feed stage, solvent trays, column

pressure, temperature, reflux ratio, etc). The selection of a suitable solvent also plays a role in

ensuring the desired purity and recovery.13,29 In this regard, model-based optimization approaches

offer promising solutions. Several works have been reported in the literature. For example,

Valencia-Marqueze et al.49 used disjunctive mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) for

the simultaneous design of IL solvent and ED column for ethanol–water separation. Zhou et al. 50

performed multiobjective optimization using a hierarchical framework for solvent design for ED

processes. Waltermann et al.51 used MINLP for hierarchical solvent selection and process design

with energy integration for azeotropic distillation. Tian and Pistikopoulos 52 proposed a phenomena

based systematic approach for solvent selection and process intensification using the generalized

modular representation framework (GMF). However, none of these works perform design at the
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Figure 1: Alternative process configurations for extractive distillation (ED)-based separation: (a)
ED followed by a single flash separator, (b) ED followed by a series of flash separators, (c) ED
followed by a conventional distillation column, (d) ED followed by a stripping column, and (e) a
full-connectivity process network or superstructure that includes all alternative configurations. A
structural optimization of the superstructure would lead to an optimal subnetwork representing
the best design alternative.
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phenomena, task and unit operation levels simultaneously, and therefore, are unable to consider all

design alternatives at the same time.

There are recent works addressing the separation problem of R-410A using IL. For example,

Asensio-Delgado et al.47 simulated a R-410A separation process that utilizes [emim][Tf2N] as

solvent and reported 99.5 wt% and 84.0 wt% purity of R-125 and R-32 rich product, respectively.

Finberg and Shiflett48 considered [bmim][PF6] for an ED-based separation process and reported

simulation results of 99.5 wt% purity for both R-125 and R-32 rich products. However, to the

best of our knowledge, there has not been any published work that optimizes ED-based separation

process for refrigerant mixtures either taking into account the energy minimization, sustainability,

and process economics as design objectives or the multiobjective design based on economics and

energy aspects. In this work, we aim to address this gap by employing SPICE ED (Synthesis

and Process Intensification of Chemical Enterprises Involving Extractive Distillation), which is a

software framework for the detailed design, synthesis and techno-economic analysis of ED-based

separation processes. Our framework employs a building block representation 53 in a superstructure

optimization setting that can generate a set of process configurations and identify the best design

solution without requiring prior knowledge of candidate configurations. For a particular IL as

solvent and a set of design specifications, SPICE ED can automatically determine the feasibility of

the selected solvent and identify the optimal process configuration satisfying the minimum energy

consumption, minimum separation cost, or minimum emission/waste requirement. SPICE ED

employs a bottom up approach that provides a seamless transition between the phenomena, tasks,

unit operations and flowsheet level designs. This enables to consider all plausible combinatorial

choices. We demonstrate the applicability of SPICE ED for the separation of R-410A (50 wt%

R-32 and 50 wt% R-125) using [bmim][PF6], a commonly used IL. We further in-silico validate the

designs using commercial process simulator (Aspen Plus v10) and observe that all the main design

variables attain great similarity with the values obtained through SPICE ED.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a brief description

of the representation and modeling techniques used in SPICE ED. In Section 3, we describe the

improvement obtained using our framework for a base-case design and its validation to establish

the confidence on our design solutions. In Section 4, we present our process synthesis results for

different economic, environmental, and sustainability objectives. In Section 5, we summarize the

key findings and provide some concluding remarks.

2 SPICE ED Framework

Existing process synthesis methods mostly focus on screening the best design configuration,

given that all plausible design configurations and the potential unit operations are known

beforehand. However, process intensification sometimes requires innovative designs to make drastic

improvement. Therefore, the following question remains: How can we systematically identify and
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generate all plausible intensification opportunities at the equipment and flowsheet levels? How can

we systematically intensify a process, and incorporate process intensification in flowsheet synthesis

and optimization? SPICE ED fills this critical gap in the space of extractive distillation-based

separation process synthesis. While SPICE ED serves as a computational platform for specialized

design and intensification of ED processes, it is being developed in such a way that it can be

readily integrated with SPICE53–56, which is a MINLP-based broader framework for the synthesis

and process intensification of chemical enterprises in general. While SPICE ED inherits a library of

general mass and energy conservation models, operational constraints and objective functions from

SPICE, it further includes rigorous phenomena and thermodynamic property models specifically

suitable for extractive distillation. SPICE ED can be deployed for different purposes, as shown

in Figure 2. A user can perform process design activities by providing the specifications on the

feed mixtures, products and utilities. Additionally, user can define the solvent properties, cost

functions, and economic and emission parameters. At the conceptual design stage, one can use

SPICE ED to determine whether an ED-based partial or full-scale process intensification is useful

for a given design problem. If ED shows promise, then SPICE ED can be further employed to

perform detailed design of ED configuration. Decision variables, such as the number of theoretical

stages, reflux ratios, feed stages of the solvent, amount of makeup solvent, etc., are optimized to

achieve the desired separation for select design targets (e.g., minimization of energy consumption,

minimization of CO2-eqv emissions, or minimization of the total cost of separation). Additionally,

multiobjective optimization can be performed to generate Pareto solutions considering the impact

of multiple conflicting objectives. One can also perform rigorous simulation for fixed input

parameters and fixed design configurations. SPICE ED can be further used to perform various

analyses, e.g., sensitivity analysis, techno-economic analysis (TEA) and life-cycle analysis (LCA).

The functionality of SPICE ED not only allows to generate the most optimal designs, the underlying

model can be solved repeatedly to generate rank-ordered lists of design configurations and top

solvents. As a consequence, theoretical bounds on process design opportunities and maximum

achievable intensification targets can be obtained. Finally, SPICE ED can be used to perform

material-property-performance mapping to guide the development of novel and improved solvents

with superior performance.

2.1 Building Block-based Representation

At the core of the SPICE ED framework, we have the building block-based process

representation. In this representation, we use building blocks and their boundaries to represent

all the physicochemical process phenomena. Using this representation, process synthesis and

intensification can be performed from the phenomena scale. This is a unique capability for coming

up with innovative designs without any pre-postulation of candidate designs. A general description

of the use of building block representation can be found elsewhere. 56–61

Each block in this representation consists of two main elements: block interior and block
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Figure 2: SPICE ED framework. The framework is developed based on building
block-based process representation. User can use SPICE ED to perform several tasks such as
targeting/benchmarking, conceptual design, process simulation and analysis, process synthesis,
optimization, and material-property-performance mapping of solvent-based extractive distillation
processes.

boundary (Figure 3a). The same block interior can represent either a reactor (if filled with catalyst),

or an adsorber (if filled with adsorbent materials). A block interior can also be empty. A block

allows streams to enter or exit from adjacent blocks. Similarly, fresh feed and products can be

introduced or withdrawn from each block. Additionally, hot and cold utilities are allowed to provide

heat or take heat energy from each block. To represent the interaction between adjacent blocks, we

define three distinct types of block boundaries : unrestricted boundary, semi-restricted boundary,

and completely restricted boundary. We allow material and energy to pass through unrestricted

boundaries. Stream compositions remain the same upon passing through such a boundary. Apart

from stream flows, unrestricted boundaries also facilitate pressure manipulators (e.g., pump,

compressor, valve or expander) to allow pressure changes in streams. We use semi-restricted

boundary to represent separation phenomena. The presence of a semi-restricted boundary between

two blocks indicates that there exists a mass transfer interceptor that selectively allows transfer

of mass. Unlike unrestricted boundaries, streams passing through these boundaries experience

changes in composition. The change of composition is determined by equilibrium or rate-based

separation models. Membrane is a good example of rate-based separation. Fick’s law or Darcy’s

law can be used to model such a rate based mass transfer. On the other hand, equilibrium based

separation depends upon phase equilibria. The type of separation (rate-based or equilibrium-based)

and the corresponding phenomena models determine change in compositions in different phases.

The third type of boundary is the completely restricted boundary. Such a boundary does not allow
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any material and energy flow, and can be used to represent the boundary of any equipment. In the

context of extractive distillation, completely restricted boundary could represent the column wall

of an ED unit, or the internal walls of a dividing-wall distillation column.

By using single or multiple blocks, all fundamental phenomena can be represented by the

building block-based representation. In the case of ED process, the set of all basic phenomena

is depicted in Figure 3b. We observe that a single block is sufficient to represent mixing (Figure

3b(i)), splitting (Figure 3b(ii)), and heating/cooling (Figure 3b(iii)). On the other hand, pressure

change (Figure 3b(iv)) and phase change (Figure 3b(v)) require two adjacent blocks with a common

unrestricted boundary. Each equilibrium tray of a distillation or ED column represented using a pair

of adjacent blocks (one with liquid phase and the other with vapor phase) and a common boundary

with vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) as the assigned phenomena. Phase change also occurs in

the total condenser, where vapor condenses to liquid. We employ a semi-restricted boundary to

depict the contact between two different phases (the green vertical line in Figure 3b(vi)). VLE is

of particular importance, since it is the key thermodynamic phenomena that occurs inside an ED

column. SPICE ED allows VLE modeling through several types of thermodynamic models, such

as the Gamma-Phi method or cubic EoS models.

After representing the basic operations and the thermodynamic, kinetic and transport

phenomena, we proceed to represent the unit operations using a set of blocks. Figure 3c depicts

the two most common units that are required for an ED process. A flash separator consists of

a single VLE stage, thus only two blocks are sufficient for its representation (Figure 3c(i)). A

distillation column (conventional or intensified ED) has several equilibrium stages. Such a unit

operation requires two sets of adjacent blocks in series (Figure 3c(ii)).

At the unit operation level, building block-based representation allows automatic flowsheet

generation. To screen the best of configurations, we further construct a superstructure by arranging

sets of blocks in a two dimensional grid. We denote the position of each block in a superstructure by

Bi,j , where i is the row number and j is the column number. A superstructure is a large flowsheet

with many plausible designs. An example of such a superstructure is shown in Figure 3d(i),

which includes many possible choices of process configurations. For example, while considering

IL regeneration, SPICE ED can suggest designs with a single flash separator operating at vacuum

condition, or with two flash separators where one operates at atmospheric pressure and the other

operates at vacuum condition. Alternatively, it can suggest a stripping column or a conventional

distillation column. While considering energy intensive units like distillation and stripping columns,

SPICE ED can further suggest heat integration between the hot and cold process streams so that

the overall energy consumption for the whole flowsheet can be improved. Figure 3d(ii) depicts

the building block equivalent representation of the classical unit operation-based superstructure

(Figure 3d(i)) with a 52× 6 grid dimension. Detail description of this is discussed in Section S3 of

the Supporting Information.

Physical attributes such as temperature, pressure and component composition of a block Bi,j
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Figure 3: Building block-based representation of extractive separation process. (a) Each building
block is a fundamental design element that can accommodate common physicochemical phenomena
by using it’s two unique features: block interior and block boundaries; (b) single or multiple
number of blocks are required to represent fundamental physicochemical phenomena in extractive
distillation; (c) When several phenomena representing blocks are arranged, different types of unit
operations can be presented; and (d) a general representation of the entire superstructure can
be obtained using building blocks, thereby enabling a single model formulation for ED process
synthesis.
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are denoted as: Ti,j , Pi,j , and yi,j,k, respectively, where, k represents a chemical species. We

utilize several sets to formulate the optimization model: sets of row and column numbers are

i ∈ I = {1, ..., |I |} and j ∈ J = {1, ..., |J |}, set of components K = {k|k = 1, ..., |K|} which

includes both the refrigerants and ILs, set of fresh feeds F = {f |f = 1, ..., |F |}, set of products

P = {p|p = 1, ..., |P |}, set of separation phenomena S = {s|s = 1, ..., |S |}, and the set of enabling

materials M = {m|m = 1, ..., |M|}.

2.2 Mass and Energy Balances

Mass and energy balances provide a set of rigorous constraints to ensure the feasibility of a design.

These balances for each block Bi,j are summarized as follows:

Fi,j−1,k +Ri−1,j,k − Fi,j,k −Ri,j,k +
∑
f∈F

Mi,j,k,f −
∑
p∈P

Ni,j,k,p +
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji′,j′,i,j,k

−
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji,j,i′,j′,k = 0, (i, j) ∈ OB, k ∈ K,
(1)

Fi,j−1,k +Ri−1,j,k +Ri−1,j+1,k − Fi,j+1,k −Ri,j,k −Ri,j+1,k +
∑
f∈F

Mi,j,k,f −
∑
p∈P

Ni,j,k,p

+
∑
f∈F

Mi,j+1,k,f −
∑
p∈P

Ni,j+1,k,p +
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji′,j′,i,j,k −
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji,j,i′,j′,k

+
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji′,j′,i,j+1,k −
∑

(i′,j′)∈Link

Ji,j+1,i′,j′,k = 0, (i, j) ∈ TB, k ∈ K,

(2)

Fi,j,k = FPi,j,k − FNi,j,k, i, j ∈ ActF, k ∈ K,

Ri,j,k = RPi,j,k −RNi,j,k, (i, j) ∈ ActR, k ∈ K,
(3)

FPi,j,k = yi,j,k
∑
k′∈K

FPi,j,k′ , (i, j) ∈ UnFP, k ∈ K,

FNi,j,k = yi,j+1,k

∑
k′∈K

FNi,j,k′ , (i, j) ∈ UnFN, k ∈ K,

RPi,j,k = yi,j,k
∑
k′∈K

RPi,j,k′ , (i, j) ∈ UnRP, k ∈ K,

RNi,j,k = yi−1,j,k

∑
k′∈K

RNi,j,k′ , (i, j) ∈ UnRN, k ∈ K,

(4)

Ni,j,k,p = yi,j,k
∑
k′∈K

Ni,j,k′,p, (i, j, p) ∈ ProdB, k ∈ K, (5)

Ji,j,i′,j′,k = yi,j,k
∑
k′∈K

Ji,j,i′,j′,k′ , (i, j, i′, j′) ∈ Link, k ∈ K, (6)
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ymin,prod
k,p

∑
i,j,k,p

Ni,j,k,p ≤
∑
i,j,p

Ni,j,k,p, (i, j, p) ∈ ProdB, (k, p) ∈ KP, (7)

∑
k∈K

yi,j,k = 1, (i, j) ∈ ActB, (8)

yi,j,k=IL = 0, (i, j) ∈ V B (9)

EFi,j−1 + ERi−1,j − EFi,j − ERi,j + EJf
i,j − EJp

i,j + EMi,j − ENi,j +W comp
i,j

−W exp
i,j +W pump

i,j −W val
i,j +Qh

i,j −Qc
i,j = 0, (i, j) ∈ OB,

(10)

EFi,j−1 + ERi−1,j − EFi,j+1 + ERi−1,j+1 − ERi,j+1 − ERi+1,j+1 + EJf
i,j

− EJp
i,j + EJf

i,j+1 − EJp
i,j+1 + EMi,j − ENi,j + EMi,j+1

− ENi,j+1 +Qh
i,j −Qc

i,j +Qh
i,j+1 −Qc

i,j+1 = 0, (i, j) ∈ TB,

(11)

Qh
i,j =

∑
(i′,j′)∈Hx

qhexi′j′,i,j , (i, j) ∈ CB, Qc
i,j =

∑
(i′,j′)∈Hx

qhexi,j,i′,j′ , (i, j) ∈ HB, (12)

To reduce the model complexity, depending on the number of blocks, we dissect the overall

material balance in two parts. The motivation arises from the fact that, all the associated

phenomena in extractive distillation representation require either one or two blocks. Here, Eq.

1 denotes material balance constraints for a single block whereas, Eq. 2 denotes material balance

constraints for two blocks. Set, OB and TB defines all (i, j) positions of one block and two blocks,

respectively. In other words, TB constitutes all blocks where the VLE relationship holds in the

distillation column. In the material balances, intra-block streams are denoted by Fi,j,k and Ri,j,k,

where Fi,j,k = flow between horizontal block pairs, and Ri,j,k = flow between vertical block pairs.

Introduction of fresh feed and withdrawal of product from each block are denoted as Mi,j,k,f and

Ni,j,k,p, respectively. Additionally, to increase the connectivity between the non-adjacent blocks

we allow “jump stream” which is denoted by Ji,j,i′,j′,k. Here, set Linki,j,i′,j′,k connects block Bi,j

and Bi′,j′ and thus allows flow from block Bi,j to block Bi′,j′ . Note that we allow jump connection

between selected block pairs to reduce the model size. Eq. 3 calculates the horizontal (Fi,j,k) and

vertical (Ri,j,k) intra-block flow rates. The blocks where these equations are active are defined

by sets ActF and ActR, respectively. Here, FPi,j,k (RPi,j,k) defines the flow rate from left (top)

block, Bi,j (Bi,j) to right (bottom) block Bi,j+1 (Bi+1,j). Conversely, FNi,j,k (RNi,j,k) defines the

flow rate from right (bottom) block, Bi,j+1 (Bi+1,j) to left (top) block Bi,j (Bi,j). As mentioned

before, when a stream passes through a unrestricted boundary, it does not experience any change

in composition. This is ensured by Eq. 4, where, sets UnFP , UnFN , UnRP , and UnRN define

the blocks where the flow variables FPi,j,k, FNi,j,k, RPi,j,k, and RNi,j,k are allowed, respectively.

Similar to unrestricted flow, product streams and jump streams also have the same composition

of the source block. Therefore, for these two streams we write Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively. Here,
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set ProdB = the set that connects product stream p to block (i, j) from where it leaves the

superstructure. Eq. 7 ensures the minimum purity for each product stream, where ymin,prod
k,p =

parameter that defines the minimum purity requirement for component k in product stream p and

KP = set that connects component k to product stream p. The summation of all the associated

component mole fractions has to be equal to one in all the active blocks. Eq. 8 ensures this

constraint, whereas ActB denotes all the active blocks in the superstructure. The benefit of having

the ActB is that it reduces the number of required blocks significantly. One important thing to

be noted here is that, all other sets of blocks are subsets of ActB. Because of the negligible vapor

pressure of IL, we assumed that no IL goes to the vapor phase (Eq. 9). Here, set V B denotes the

vapor blocks.

Similar to mass balance constraint, energy balance is also written for one block (Eq. 10)

and two blocks (Eq. 11). Here, EFi,j and ERi,j denote the enthalpies of horizontal and vertical

streams, respectively. Enthalpies of the jump inlet, jump outlet, fresh feed, and product streams are

denoted by EJf
i,j , EJp

i,j , EMi,j , and ENi,j , respectively. W
comp
i,j and W pump

i,j denote the compression

and pump work, respectively, wheres W exp
i,j and W val

i,j represent the expansion and valve work,

respectively. Finally, external hot and cold utility requirement are denoted by Qh
i,j and Qc

i,j ,

respectively. Eq. 12 represent the heat integration model where qhexi,j,i′,j′ is the amount of heat

energy that flows from a hot block Bi′,j′ to a cold block Bi,j . Set Hxi,j,i′,j′ connects the hot

(denoted by set HB) and cold (denoted by set CB) block pairs and allows heat flow.

2.3 Phenomena Models

As mentioned earlier, VLE is the predominant thermodynamic phenomena that occur in an ED

unit. Hence, the phenomena model tab of SPICE ED has detailed VLE model that gives reliable

solubility prediction of refrigerants in IL. In this study we employ Gamma-Phi based model to

predict the solubility. We also consider the VLE relationships between refrigerants. The overall

model is summarized as follows:

yi,j,kPi,j = yi,j+1,kP
sat
i,j,k, (i, j) ∈ V LEref , k ∈ Kref , (s,m) ∈ Equil, (13)

yi,j,kΦi,j,kPi,j = yi,j+1,kγi,j+1,kP
sat
i,j,k, (i, j) ∈ V LEIL, k ∈ Kref , (s,m) ∈ Equil, (14)

Φi,j,k = exp
(Bi,j,k − (1− αk,k′′)Vi,j,k′′)(Pi,j − P sat

i,j,k)

RTi,j
,

(i, j) ∈ V LEIL, k ∈ Kref , k′′ ∈ KIL,

(15)

ln γi,j+1,k = (yi,j+1,k′′)
2

[
τ21k

(
G21

k

yi,j+1,k + yi,j+1,k′′G
21
k

)2

+
τ12k G12

k

(yi,j+1,k′′ + yi,j+1,kG
12
k )2

]
,

(i, j) ∈ V LEIL, k ∈ Kref , k′′ ∈ KIL,

(16)
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Pi,j ≥ P bub
i,j , (i, j) ∈ LB; Pi,j ≤ P dew

i,j , (i, j) ∈ V B, (17)

P bub
i,j =

∑
k∈K

yi,j,kP
sat
i,j,k, (i, j) ∈ LB, P dew

i,j =
1∑

k∈K

yi,j,k
P sat
i,j,k

, (i, j) ∈ V B (18)

The VLE relationship between refrigerants are modeled by Eq. 13, where P sat
i,j,k = saturation

pressure of component k, which is determined by Antoine equation. If, however, IL is present

in the system, the solubility of refrigerant in IL is expressed through the Gamma-Phi equation

(see Eq. 14). Here, fugacity coefficient, Φi,j,k accounts for the vapor phase nonideality, whereas

activity coefficient, γi,j,k accounts for the liquid phase nonideality in block (i, j) for component k,

respectively. The sets V LEref and V LEIL are the set that defines the vapor blocks of the VLE block

pairs, where VLE separation are allowed. Set Equil relates separation phenomena s = {V LPC} to

enabling material m = {V LI}, where V LPC stands for vapor liquid phase contact and V LI stands

for vapor liquid interface. Eq. 15 estimates the fugacity coefficient of the refrigerants, where, Bi,j,k

is the second virial coefficient of the refrigerants at the system temperature Ti,j , Vi,j,k′′ is the molar

liquid volume of the IL at the system temperature Ti,j , αk,k′′ is an unique temperature depended

constant for each binary system (refrigerant/IL), and R is universal gas constant. Sets Kref and

KIL are the subsets of set k that defines refrigerants and ILs, respectively. Shiflett and Yokozeki 23

reported the αk,k′′ value for several binary mixtures. For R-32/[bmim][PF6] binary mixture αk,k′′ is

0.756. For R-125/[bmim][PF6] mixture it is 0.531. See the Supporting Information (Section S2) for

the temperature dependent correlation of Vi,j,k′′ . We employ NRTL model to estimate the liquid

phase activity coefficient by Eq. 16. Here, τ12k and τ21k are binary interaction parameters that

dictate the solubility of refrigerants in the IL. Eq. 17 checks consistency in phases by enforcing the

pressure of liquid and vapor blocks to lie above the bubble (P bub
i,j ) pressure, and below the bubble

pressure, respectively. Here, set LB denotes the liquid phase blocks. Eq. 18 determines the bubble

and dew pressures of the mixture.

2.4 Thermodynamic Property Models

Along with the fundamental mass and energy balance and phenomena models, thermodynamic

properties of associated components also play a key role in ensuring a reliable design. Since,

in this work, we focus on energy intensive distillation/ED operation, it is of utmost importance

to employ a reliable thermodynamic model that can accurately capture the properties of the

associated components. However, such models are in general, highly non-linear and non-convex.

Therefore, employing such complex models in an optimization framework such as SPICE ED,

would significantly increase the model complexity. To circumvent this issue, we employ data

driven surrogate models to estimate the properties with sufficient accuracy. As a result, the model

complexity becomes tractable without hampering the prediction accuracy.

We estimate the saturation pressure P sat
i,j,k of the refrigerants based on Antoine equation as

13



follows:

P sat
i,j,k = exp

(
Aant

k −
Bant

k

Ti,j + Cant
k

)
, (i, j) ∈ ActB, k ∈ Kref , (19)

The second virial coefficient (Bi,j,k) of the refrigerants are obtained from Yokozeki et al.62 and

then fitted to a polynomial function as follows:

Bi,j,k = Ba
kT

2
i,j +Bb

kTi,j +Bc
k, (i, j) ∈ V LEIL, k ∈ Kref , (20)

The specific enthalpies of the IL is estimated as a linear function of the system temperature by

the following equation:

Hk = Ha
kTi,j +Hb

k, (i, j) ∈ LB, k ∈ KIL, (21)

Specific enthalpy of refrigerants are estimated from Aspen Plus. For vapor phase, it is fitted to

a polynomial function as follow:

Hvap
k = Ha,vap

k T 2
i,j +Hb,vap

k Ti,j +Hc,vap
k , (i, j) ∈ V B, k ∈ Kref , (22)

However, predicting the liquid phase specific enthalpy of the refrigerants are challenging. The

reason being, the functional form of enthalpy is non-smooth with respect to temperature. Hence, we

employ piecewise approximation to have a reliable prediction of the liquid phase specific enthalpy.

Figure 4 presents both the non-smooth behavior of the actual enthalpy values and the piecewise

approximation that we employ in SPICE ED. In the figure, red triangles represents the actual

specific enthalpies obtained from Aspen Plus, wheres green, gray and blue lines are the piecewise

approximation. Note that we dissect the whole temperature domain in three segments and have

three different surrogate predictions of the enthalpy. Because of this, the prediction accuracy is

satisfactory (R2 > 0.99), which can also be seen from the Figure 4. We present the detailed

formulation of the piecewise approximation in the Section S1 of the Supporting Information.

Additionally, all the parameter values of Eqs. 19–22 are presented in the Supporting Information

(Section S2).

2.5 Objective Functions

2.5.1 Energy Consumption

For any separation process, energy consumption is a major design decision that dictates the

profitability of the process. Since distillation is well-known to be an energy intensive unit, it is

important to consider energy minimization of ED process. The objective function for minimizing

the equivalent work (W eqv) consumption is expressed as follows:

min W eqv =
1

ηc

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W comp
i,j +

1

ηp

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W pump
i,j + ω

( ∑
(i,j)∈ActB\CB

Qh
i,j +

∑
(i,j)∈ActB\HB

Qc
i,j

)
,

(23)
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Figure 4: Liquid phase specific enthalpy of R-32 (a) and R-125 (b).

s.t. Eqs. 1−22 and S1−S13

Here, the first two terms estimate the work requirement in the compressor and the pump. ηc and

ηp define the respective efficiency. The hot and cold utility consumption are estimated by the third

and the fourth term, respectively. Lastly, ω converts the heat energy to equivalent work and

is taken as 0.23 by considering a Carnot efficiency of 30% and turbine efficiency of 75%. Similar

value of heat to work conversion factor is reported by Fernandez et al. 63 and Jung et al.64 For

compressor, we assume both isentropic and mechanical efficiency to be 80%, while for pump, the

efficiencies of pump and motor are considered to be 50% and 90%, respectively. With regard to the

constraints, the equation numbers starting with ‘S’ are reported in the Supporting Information.

2.5.2 Process Sustainability

For any process, along with energy consumption, the sustainability is also an important metric

that determines the environmental footprint of the process. Thus, we aim to minimize the CO2-eqv

emission of the extractive distillation process by the following objective function:

min βelec

 1

ηc

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W comp
i,j +

1

ηp

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W pump
i,j

+ βhu
∑

(i,j)∈ActB\CB

Qh
i,j . (24)

s.t. Eqs. 1−22 and S1−S13

Here, the first two terms estimate the indirect CO2-eqv emission that originate from the electricity

consumption for operating compressors and pumps. The final term computes the indirect CO2-eqv

emission for consuming hot utility. Here, βelec is considered to be 116 kg CO2-eqv/GJ of

electricity,65 while βhu is considered to be 38.8 kg CO2-eqv/GJ of hot utility.66
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For most cases, we anticipate a positive relationship between the indirect CO2-eqv emission

and the overall energy consumption. Still, indirect CO2-eqv emission needs to be considered as a

design objective separately, since the sustainable design can differ from the most energy efficient

design depending on the relative values of the emission parameters (βelec and βhu).

2.5.3 Process Economics

The economic objective function involves the minimization of the total separation cost (SC) which

is formulated as follows:

min SC =
UCILRi=5,j=3,k=IL

topt
+ UCelec

 1

ηc

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W comp
i,j +

1

ηp

∑
(i,j)∈ActB

W pump
i,j


+ UChu

∑
(i,j)∈ActB\CB

Qh
i,j + UCcu

∑
(i,j)∈ActB\HB

Qc
i,j + UCref

∑
(i,j)∈Cond

Qc
i,j

+
σmain × FCI

topt
+

CRF × FCI

topt

(25)

FCI = LF ×

[∑
e∈E

Ce

(
Se

Sref
e

)ne I2020

Irefe

]
(26)

s.t. Eqs. 1−22 and S1−S34

Here, the cost of the IL is estimated by the first term. IL is considered to be fully replaced every

year and topt is the annual operating time in seconds considering 8000 hrs of annual operation. The

second and third term estimate the cost due to the electricity consumption in the compressors and

the pumps, respectively. The hot and cold utility costs are defined by the fourth and fifth term. The

sixth term estimates the refrigeration cost in the condenser of the ED column. As the temperature

of the condenser in the ED column is lower67 than the ambient temperature, cooling water is not

sufficient to supply the required cooling. Thus, we consider that the cooling requirement in the

condenser is supplied by refrigerant. Set Cond is the set of blocks that denotes condenser. UCIL,

UCelec, UChu, UCcu, and UCref are the unit cost of IL, electricity, hot utility, cold utility, and

refrigerant, respectively. We consider IL cost, electricity, hot utility, cold utility, and refrigerant

cost to be $1000/kg,68 $19.4/GJ,57 $9.9/GJ,57 $1.9/GJ,61 and $18/GJ,69 respectively. In the

seventh term, the parameter σmain is used to estimate the annual maintenance cost as a percentage

of the fixed capital investment (FCI). In this study we consider σmain to be 7.5%. In the eighth

term, CRF stands for capital recovery factor and is used to estimate the annual contribution of

the FCI. CRF is estimated by considering 10% interest rate and 10 years of plant life. The FCI

is estimated by Eq. 26 from the total equipment purchase cost. To estimate the total installed

cost of the process, lang factor (LF ) is considered. In this study we consider LF to be 4.74. The

purchase cost of equipment e is estimated from the followings: reference installation cost (Ce),

scaling parameter (Se), reference size (Sref
e ), scaling factor (ne), Chemical Engineering Plant Cost
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Index (CEPCI) of year 2020 (I2020), and reference year of the installation cost (Irefe ). Here, I2020 is

taken as 66870 and Irefe is obtained from http://www.chemengonline.com/pci. The equipment set

E contains all the associated equipments, such as distillation column (conventional and extractive),

stripping column, condenser, re-boiler, cooler, heater, heat exchanger, compressor, pump, vacuum

pump, and flash separator. The detailed formulation of the equipment purchase cost function are

provided in Section S4 in the Supporting Information, while the cost parameters are presented in

Table 1.

Table 1: Capital Cost Parameters and Scaling Factors.

Equipment
Reference purchase

cost Ce ($)
Scaling factor

ne

Reference size

Sref
e

Scaling parameter
Se

Distillation column71 100000 0.81 20 Height × diameter1.5 (m2.5)

Distillation trays71 3000 0.80 2.13 Diameter (m)

Heater, cooler, condenser,
re-boiler and heat exchanger71

70000 0.71 100 Heat transfer area (m2)

Compressor71 1350000 0.90 1000 Power requirement (kW)

Vacuum pump71 27000 0.88 10 Power requirement (kW)

Pump71 25000 0.59 5 Power requirement (kW)

Flash separator72 2860 0.80 1 Feed flow rate (kg s−1)

2.5.4 Multiobjective Optimization

Energy minimization, emission reduction and cost minimization, when considered independently as

design objectives, may lead to process designs that lie at extreme regions of the operability window.

Hence, with a view to simultaneously capturing the effect of economics and cost aspects, we perform

ϵ-constraint based multiobjective optimization. The goal is to select equally good designs that are

both cost effective and energy efficient at the same time. We formulate multiobjective optimization

as an ϵ-constrained optimization problem as follows:

min W eqv (27)

s.t. SC ≤ ϵ (28)

Eqs. 1−22, 23, 25−26, and S1−S34

Here the objective function minimizes the equivalent work of the process, while Eq. 28 is the

ϵ-constraint on the separation cost. We vary ϵ to take different values to generate different points

on the Pareto front.

With all the constraints discussed above, the goal is to select: (i) the optimal design variables

of the ED column, e.g., number of trays, reflux ratio, refrigerant and IL entry stage, (ii) the most

appropriate IL regeneration unit (single flash/double flash/stripping column/distillation column),
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in such a manner that the most optimal process for the ED-based separation of R-410A could be

identified.

3 Base-Case Design and Model Validation

We start by considering a previously reported67 process configuration as the base design (Figure

5), and further optimize it. We consider [bmim][PF6] as the solvent, which is an IL considered for

R-410A separation. The values in Figure 5 colored in green are fixed variables, i.e., the same as

was in Shiflett and Yokozeki,67 whereas all the other variables are for further optimization. To

achieve better separation, the feed to the ED column should be in the liquid phase. 48 However, the

experimental solubility data is only available up to 10 bar. 24 Therefore, to achieve reliable design,

we consider the maximum pressure of the ED column to be 10 bar. The feed R-410A is available at

1 bar and 298.15 K, which can be further compressed before feeding to the ED column. R-32, being

more soluble in [bmim][PF6], leaves the column with the IL at the bottom. R-125 is separated as

distillate from the top. The bottom flow rate of the ED column (rich IL) goes to the two sequential

flash separators for regeneration. For the base case, the flash separators operate at 1 bar and 0.1

bar, respectively. The regenerated solvent from the second flash separator is pumped, cooled and

afterwards sent back to the ED column.

For the base case, we consider a subset of the original superstructure (Figure 5). Specifically,

we omit the consideration of SC and CD and consider a 30 × 4 superstructure. Here we position

the ED unit in the first two columns (j = 1 and j = 2). The blocks in the first column (j = 1)

are vapor blocks and represent the vapor phase inside the ED column. On the other hand, the

blocks in the second column (j = 2) represent the liquid phase of the ED column. Blocks B1,1

and B1,2 represent the total condenser and blocks B30,1 and B30,2 represent the partial re-boiler.

Therefore, the 28 equilibrium stages of the ED column are represented by blocks from row i = 2

to row i = 29. The VLE phase boundary is depicted by the vertical green line. The refrigerant

mixture R-410A enters as feed at block B1,3. Blocks B1,3 to B6,3 (vertical white blocks in third

column) are the feed compression blocks where R-410A is compressed to the operating pressure

of the ED column (i.e., 10 bar). The compressed R-410A from block B6,3 enters the ED column

at block B22,1 as jump inlet. The liquid IL enters the liquid block of ED column at block B3,2.

After separation, the distillate product is taken out as product P1 from the condenser block B1,2,

wheres the rich IL leaves the ED column from block B30,2 towards the two flash separators. Block

pair B29,3 and B29,4 represent the first flash separator (Flash 1), from where the R-32 rich product

leaves as vapor product (product stream P2 from block B29,3). The second flash separator (Flash

2) operating at vacuum condition is presented by block B27,3 (vapor block) and B27,4 (liquid block).

The pump symbol with product stream P3 represent the vacuum pump which is necessary to create

the vacuum operation. After regeneration, the IL is pumped to the operating pressure of the ED

column at block B26,3 and cooled at block B25,3. Then from block B25,4 the IL leaves as jump
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outlet and enters at block B3,2 as jump inlet.

With this superstructure, we evaluate and improve the base design for energy minimization

while achieving at least 99.5 wt% purity for both R-125 rich product (distillate) and R-32 rich

product (combined vapors from the two flash separators). Our results show that the overall process

has equivalent work consumption of 659 kJ/kg R-410A, emission of 0.058 kg CO2-eqv/kg, and a

separation cost of $0.081/kg R-410A. Interestingly, Shiflett and Yokozeki67 reported a total heat

duty of 652 kJ/s for 0.3 kg/s R-410A. This converts to 0.23×652/0.3 = 500 kJ/kg of equivalent

work for heat duty alone. While they did not report the energy consumption in the compressor

and the vacuum pump, they are about 145 kJ/kg and 11 kJ/kg, respectively. Therefore, the total

energy consumption is about 656 kJ/kg R-410A, which is comparable to the energy consumption

that SPICE ED reports for the same design and operating conditions.

Figure 5: Base design for extractive distillation of R-410A with [bmim][PF6] as solvent; classical
process representation shown in the left and the equivalent building block-based representation
shown in the right.

To establish confidence and validate the models used in SPICE ED, we perform process

simulation in Aspen Plus with the pure component physical properties listed in Table 2. We

use the same thermodynamic models as employed by Shiflett and Yokozeki, 67 to ensure that the IL

molar volume is temperature dependent. While modeling the solubility in Aspen Plus, the molar

liquid volume is assumed to be constant. Moreover, the binary system specific parameter (αk,k′′)

is not required.

Because of differences in property definition, solubility modeling in Aspen Plus using the exact

Gamma-Phi parameters leads to solubility isotherms that deviate from the experimental solubility,
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Table 2: Physical Properties for [bmim][PF6].
48

Property Correlation A B C

ρ (kg.m−3) A+B × T 1609.4 −0.8181 0

µ (mPa.s) A exp(B/T ) + C 5.271× 10−6 5228.5 0

cp (J.K−1.mol−1) A+B × T + C × T 2 124.44 1.2403 −9.612× 10−4

σ (mN.m−1) A+B × T 63.552 −0.06773 0

as shown in Figure 6. Note that the solubility in NRTL model is modeled by mainly the binary

interaction parameters (defined in Eq. 16) as follows: G12
k = exp(λτ12k ) and G21

k = exp(λτ21k ),

where τ12k = τ
12(0)
k + τ

12(1)
k /T and τ21k = τ

21(0)
k + τ

21(1)
k /T . Here, λ is a constant which was set

to 0.2 by Shiflett and Yokozeki.23 In the SPICE ED, we modeled the solubility using the exact

Gamma-Phi parameters. Our solubility prediction is satisfactory with respect to experimental

solubility (dashed blue lines in Figure 6). To ensure that the solubility behavior is sufficiently

captured in Aspen Plus, we change the NRTL constant (λ) while employing the same binary

interaction parameters as presented in Table 3. The changed NRTL constants for the simulations

in Aspen Plus are λ = 0.3625 and λ = 0.3275 for R-32/[bmim][PF6] and R-125/[bmim][PF6] binary

systems, respectively. The solubility with the changed λ in Aspen Plus is presented by the green

solid lines in Figure 6. As shown in Table 4, the SPICE ED based process simulation is very similar

to the simulation in Aspen Plus. The maximum deviation is 7%, which is within a reasonable limit.

Since the ED column is of our primary interest, we further verify the temperature profile between

the SPICE ED results and the Aspen Plus results, and observe excellent match as shown in Figure

7.

Table 3: NRTL Parameters for Refrigerant/Ionic Liquid Binary Mixtures. 23

System (1)/(2) τ
12(0)
k τ

12(1)
k (K) τ

21(0)
k τ

21(1)
k (K)

R-32/[bmim][PF6] 4.4080 -565.89 -1.0275 -199.06

R-125/[bmim][PF6] 2.7880 -78.28 1.2041 -422.79

4 Process Synthesis and Optimization

After establishing a base case in the previous section, we now focus on generating new and fully

optimized designs. To allow SPICE ED to come up with fully optimized design configurations,

we now relax all the decision variables to take their optimized values for 100 kg/hr of refrigerant

R-410A. Furthermore, we enforce the minimum separation purity of both R-125 and R-32 to be
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Figure 6: Solubility isotherms of R-32 (a) and R-125 (b) in ionic liquid [bmim][PF6]. Here,
the experimental solubilities are shown by black circles, whereas the solubility prediction by the
original NRTL model in Aspen Plus is shown by the red dashed lines. The dashed blue lines
represent the solubility predictions in SPICE ED and the green solid lines represent the corrected
solubility predictions in Aspen Plus.

Figure 7: Comparison between Aspen Plus and SPICE ED temperature profiles of the base-case
extractive distillation column.

99.5 wt%. The pressure of each block in the superstructure is bounded between 0.1 bar to 15

bar. To ensure a reliable solution that conforms with the experimental data, we enforce the partial

pressure of the refrigerants (R-32 and R-125) in the vapor phase to be less than 10 bar by imposing

yi,j,kPi,j ≤ 10, (i, j) ∈ V B, k ∈ Kref . Lastly, the temperature of the entire superstructure is

allowed to vary between 273 K to 500 K.

The overall MINLP model size depends on the number of blocks used to represent the columns
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Table 4: Comparison Between Aspen Plus and SPICE ED.

Aspen Plus SPICE ED Gap (%)

Feed compressor (kW) 4.0 4.0 0

Condenser temperature (K) 286.4 287.5 -0.4

Condenser duty (kW) -0.49 -0.48 3.5

Re-boiler temperature (K) 367.3 367.5 -0.1

Re-boiler duty (kW) 5.8 6.2 -7.1

Distillate purity

R-125 (wt%) 99.41 99.50 -0.1

Bottom flow rate (kg/h) 1267.0 1267.0 0

Bottom purity

R-32 (wt%) 4.0 4.0 0

IL (wt%) 96.0 96.0 0

Flash 1

Vapor flow rate (kg/h) 45.0 45.7 -1.5

R-32 purity (wt%) 99.45 99.47 0

Flash 2

Vapor flow rate (kg/h) 4.47 4.30 3.9

R-32 purity (wt%) 99.8 99.8 0

Vacuum pump work (kW) 0.3 0.3 0

IL recycle pump work (kW) 0.5 0.5 0

IL recycle cooler duty (kW) -7.1 -6.8 5.5

(ED, SC, and CD). The continuous variables vary between 1573 to 3522, the binary variables vary

between 79 to 184, and the number of constraints vary between 2268 to 6643. We solve the MINLP

problem in GAMS 35.1 environment using ANTIGONE73 as the global solver.

4.1 Minimization of Energy Consumption and Equivalent CO2 Emission

We optimize the entire superstructure under the design objective of minimizing equivalent work

consumption. Under this objective, the optimized design (Figure 8a) requires 338.2 kJ/kg R-410A

which is a 48.7% improvement over the base-design. The identical design is obtained under the

objective of minimizing CO2-eqv emission for which the emission is 47.2 % lower than the base

design.

The optimized configurations has a higher number of separation stages compared to the base

design (47 vs 28 trays). As a result, the quality of separation improves, and the required purity is
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achieved. We observe that the column operates at a slightly lower pressure (9.6 bar) than the base

design. The improved energy efficiency is mainly due to the heat integration between the re-boiler

and the IL recycle cooler. As a result, no external hot utility is consumed by the re-boiler. Also,

only 26% of the cooling duty of the recycling IL is provided by the external cooling utility.

Figure 8: Optimal process configurations for (a) minimum equivalent work consumption and
minimum CO2-eqv emission, and (b) minimum separation cost. We also show (c) Pareto optimal
process configuration and (d) Pareto space to elucidate the trade-offs between the separation cost
and the equivalent work consumption. Points a and b correspond to the most energy efficient and
the most economic designs, respectively, whereas point c corresponds to the Pareto optimal design.
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4.2 Minimization of Separation Cost

In many cases, the effectiveness and applicability of separation process depend on the overall cost

of separation. To that end, we have performed further optimization studies to achieve designs with

minimum cost for R-410A separation. For this, we set the separation cost as the objective function.

We observe that the total separation cost is largely dependent on the capital investment than the

operating cost. For instance, in the base design, the operating and the investment costs contribute

equally (approximately 50% each). However, in the energy optimum design, the capital investment

becomes 63% of the overall separation cost. This further proves that the separation cost becomes

more sensitive to the cost of ED column.

Since the cost of the ED column largely depends on the number of stages, it is intuitive that the

SPICE ED framework under the objective of minimizing cost, proposes design with a lower number

of stages (see Figure 8b) than the other design (Figure 8a). For instance, the optimal cost-effective

ED column requires 18 trays to achieve the required purity with a separation cost of $0.059/kg
R-410A. Due to a lower number of stages, i) the energy consumption and the emission increase

which are 394.1 kJ/kg R-410A and 0.036 kg CO2-eqv/kg R-410A, respectively; ii) higher flow rate

of IL is required (19% higher than the base design); ii) ED column operates at the maximum

allowable pressure of 10 bar. SPICE ED, in this case proposes heat integration as well, due to

which only 30% of the re-boiler duty is required to be provided by the external hot utility.

4.3 Pareto Optimal Process

To capture the trade-offs between the energy efficiency and the process economics, we perform

multiobjective optimization (Figure 8d). We solve a set of optimization problems where the goal is

to minimize the energy consumption of the process subject to an ϵ–constrained separation cost. We

observe that, as the separation cost is varied, the Pareto front essentially becomes vertical indicating

the negligible decrease in energy consumption with the increase of separation cost after reaching

a certain threshold. The trade-offs are more prominent with the stricter economic constraints

i.e., lower separation cost. Stricter economic constraints lead to a larger energy requirement as it

enforces lesser number of separation trays to be used. For example, after the point c in Figure 8d,

the reduction in energy consumption becomes less than 1% as the constraints on cost are relaxed.

The flowsheet pertaining to the point c is shown in Figure 8c which has an energy consumption of

345.7 kJ/kg R-410A, emission of 0.031 kg CO2-eqv/kg R-410A, and separation cost of $0.071/kg
R-410A.

Interestingly, both of the flash separators are selected for all cases for solvent regeneration. For

efficient use of IL-based solvent, the IL needs to be sufficiently regenerated (≥ 99.9 wt% purity),

which requires the regeneration pressure to be at least 0.2 bar or less in the flash separators. To

operate in such subatmospheric pressure, vacuum pump is required. As the power consumption

and cost of a vacuum pump depend on the flow rate, when only one flash is selected, all the
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bottom product from the ED column would be fed to the flash. Hence, the power consumption

would increase. For this reason, we observe that the bottom of ED product is first fed to Flash 1

(operating at 1 bar) that separates around 92% of the R-32. Flash 2 is then used for separating

the remaining 8% of the R-32 from the IL.

The selection of any stripping/distillation column would lead to the IL being stripped/distilled

at higher temperatures. This would require a large amount of heat duty which would directly

contribute to the CO2-eqv emission and operating cost. For this reason, the SPICE ED considers

both of the flash separators and also avoids the stripping and distillation columns. This result

regarding the avoidance of stripping column conforms with previous observations. 48

To summarize, SPICE ED offers the flexibility to choose between any one of the proposed

designs (see Figures 8a, 8b and 8c) with each providing significant improvement over the base

design in terms of energy consumption, sustainability and cost.

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

We perform sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of the variabilities in raw materials, utility

prices and equipment purchase prices on the overall separation cost. Figure 9a shows the percentage

deviation from the nominal separation cost as the IL and utility prices are varied between -50% to

+50% of the nominal price. The percent deviation exhibits essentially linear relationship. Since

the hot utility and the electricity prices have the major contributions to the operating cost, these

two exhibit the largest deviations from the nominal cost. Figure 9b shows the sensitivity of the

separation cost with respect to the variation of the equipment purchase price (± 50% around the

nominal price). Since the overall design objective is to minimize the cost, SPICE ED selects the

feasible number of trays that mostly reduces the operating costs. As a result, the sensitivity exhibits

concave response at lower ED column prices. On the other hand, at a greater than nominal price

of the ED column, SPICE ED selects the minimum required trays to attain the separation purity.

As a result, the overall separation cost increases linearly with the price of the ED column.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity of the separation cost with respect to the variation of (a) IL and utility
prices and (b) equipment purchase prices.

5 Conclusions

Due to high global warming potential of HFCs, it is imperative to ensure their minimum usage

and maximum recyclability. Ionic liquids show promise as a solvent for selective separation of

HFC mixtures using extractive distillation. There can be many different process configurations

to perform the same separation task. In this work, we put forward a systematic approach

and a design framework SPICE ED for optimal flowsheeting of the R-410A separation process.

The framework considered phenomena level design, and was able to identify innovative process

configurations achieving significant improvement. We were also able to establish confidence on

the new designs based on rigorous process simulation performed in commercial simulator such as

Aspen Plus. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on R-410A separation that takes

energy minimization, sustainability goals, economic objective and multiobjective optimization into

account. Our solubility modeling was based on the Gamma-Phi approach. Since the accuracy

of the process models is dictated by the rigorousness of the thermodynamic models, one can

employ EoS-based solubility models (e.g., Peng-Robinson or RK) to obtain a more realistic process

performance prediction at a higher computational time. To that end, data-driven approach 74 offers

exciting prospect to achieve optimal solutions fast, while maintaining the predictive capability of

such rigorous models. Also, rather than using the equilibrium based model, one can use rate-based

models considering transport properties with appropriate mass transfer-coefficient, viscosity and

other thermophysical properties (e.g. conductivity). The separation performance can also vary

depending on the selection of the ionic liquid. Further work is necessary to screen the optimal

ionic liquid for separating refrigerant mixtures. To that end, SPICE ED can be used in its current

form to identify the properties of a hypothetical ionic liquid that, if discovered, would improve the
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energy consumption and cost performance of the separation process in the most optimal way. This

can be done by optimizing the process configurations and material properties simultaneously. This

is a fascinating direction in the areas of process and product design, which is still at its nascent

stage of development.
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